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Abstract
Order acceptance decisions in Engineer-To-Order (ETO) environments are often based on in-
complete or uncertain information about the order specifications and the status of the production
system. To quote reliable due dates and manage the production system adequately, resource load-
ing techniques that account for uncertainty are essential. They are useful as support tools for order
acceptance and thus profitable ETO production. In this paper we propose two multi-objective
optimization models for Robust Resource Loading (RRL). The first model is a multi-objective
MILP model with implicitly modeled precedence relations wich we solve using a branch-and-price
approach. In the second approach we use a resource loading formulation with explicitly modeled
precedence relations. The models generate robust plans by including robustness in the objective
function. We introduce two indicators to measure robustness: resource plan robustness and ac-
tivity plan robustness. Resource plan robustness measures robustness from a resource managers
viewpoint. Activity plan robustness measures robustness from a customers viewpoint. Computa-
tional experiments with the models show that accounting for robustness in the objective function
improves the characteristics of a plan significantly with respect to dealing with uncertainty. Fur-
thermore, the model with explicit precedence constraints outperforms the implicit approach.
Keywords: robustness, resource loading, multi-objective optimization, planning under uncer-
tainty
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1 Introduction
Engineer-to-order (ETO) companies face various uncertainties in the order negotiation stage. Or-
ders can contain uncertainty with respect to work content of activities, routings, required raw
materials, tool requirements, etc. Resource capacity availability can be a major source of un-
certainty as well. Consider, e.g., machine breakdowns or operator availability. Despite these
uncertainties, order accept/reject decisions must be made, due dates must be quoted, and orders
have to be loaded to the production system efficiently. It is common practice that companies
accept as many orders as they can get, despite the difficulty to estimate the impact on the op-
erational performance of the production system. This can lead to overloading the system, which
has a devastating impact on the performance of the company in terms of service levels and ef-
ficient resource utilization. Moreover, customers demand reliable due date quotations as part of
the service mix offered by the company during order negotiation. Efficiently loading orders to the
production system to support order acceptance, due date quotation, and resource management is
thus vital for profitable ETO production.
Especially in the order negotiation stage, ETO production environments are characterized by
a high degree of uncertainty (see e.g., ? and Wullink et al., 2004). Therefore, resource load-
ing methods should generate robust plans. We refer to such resource loading methods as Robust
Resource Loading (RRL). To our knowledge there exist no RRL methods suitable for ETO produc-
tion. Existing methods either are too rough to take into account specific order data (i.e., strategic
planning methods), or they require too much detailed information (i.e., operational/scheduling
planning methods), or they do not explicitly account for uncertainty (i.e., Hans, 2001). In this
paper we focus on developing tactical planning methods that account for these uncertainties by
incorporating the robustness as a quality measure of a plan in the model objective.
Existing measures for the robustness of a plan or schedule are often designed for the operational
planning (i.e., scheduling) problem. They are not suitable for the resource loading problem because
they do not account for the higher capacity and planning flexibility at the tactical level. Often,
these indicators focus on the time dimension of the planning problem or aim at minimizing the
need for change of a schedule in case of disturbances. To use a robustness concept in resource
loading we define new robustness indicators.
Flexibility at the tactical planning level is much higher than at the operational planning level.
This flexibility has two main sources. First there is, just as at the operational level, the flexibility
of shifting activities over various periods. We call this the planning flexibility. Second, there
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is the possibility of using more regular or nonregular capacity (i.e., working in overtime, hiring
additional personal, or subcontracting) in the same period, if available. We call this capacity
flexibility. Planning flexibility and capacity flexibility can be used to deal with uncertain activities.
Possibilities are to assign uncertain activities such that there is capacity slack for compensation,
or to plan uncertain activities as early as possible so that response to uncertainty is facilitated.
These two aspects, therefore, must both be measured in any robustness indicator for resource
loading.
A robust resource loading plan is in the interest of two stakeholders: the customer and the
company. On the one hand the customer wants its order delivered in time, and on the other
hand the resource manager (i.e., the company) wants to optimize resource utilization. From a
portfolio management point of view we can identify the same stakeholders (see De Boer, 1998):
the resource manager on behalf of the company, and the project (activity) manager on behalf of the
customer. Hence, on the one hand, form a service level viewpoint, a robustness indicator should
be a time-oriented activity planning flexibility indicator. One the other hand, from a resource
management viewpoint, a robustness indicator should be capacity flexibility oriented. Accordingly,
we define two robustness indicators: Activity Plan Robustness (APR), which captures the activity
planning flexibility, and Resource Plan Robustness (RPR), which captures the aspect of the
resource capacity flexibility.
In this paper we incorporate these robustness indicators in the objective functions of two
multi-objective optimization approaches for the RRL problem: an approach with implicitly mod-
eled precedence relations and an approach with explicitly modeled precedence relations. With
these approaches we facilitate a trade-off between the costs for using nonregular capacity and the
robustness of a plan. We do not incorporate tardiness in the models in this paper, however, the
models can be simply extended to account for tardiness.
Our goal with these two RRL models is threefold. First we want to compare the robustness
of plans of an RRL approach with those from a deterministic resource loading approach. Second,
we want to investigate the consequences of RRL for the cost objective (i.e., what are the costs of
robustness). Third, since the resource loading problem is NP-hard (see Hans, 2001), we want to
investigate the performance of both models.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we position our research by discussing related work
and literature in Section 2. Next, we formally describe the resource loading problem in Section
3. Section 4 deals with modeling robustness in the resource loading problem. In this section we
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formally define RPR and APR. In Section 5 we discuss the implicit model for RRL. This model
extends the work of Hans (2001) for the deterministic resource loading problem. In Section 5.3
we discuss a branch-and-price based solution approach for this model. In Section 6 we propose a
model with explicit precedence constraints. In Section 7 we present our experimental approach
and the computational results and compare the deterministic resource loading approach with RRL
approaches. We also explore the influence of the instance parameters on the performance of the
two approaches. Finally, in Section 8, we draw conclusions and discuss some directions for future
research.
2 Research positioning and literature
To position RRL with respect to other manufacturing planning and control functions we briefly
discuss the differences between RRL and other (robust) planning approaches and functions. We
use the three hierarchical planning levels that are generally distinguished in the literature: (1)
strategical planning, (2) tactical planning, and (3) operational planning (for more references on
hierarchical manufacturing planning and control see, e.g., Bitran and Tirupati, 1993, ?, and Leus
et al., 2003).
Strategical planning involves long-term decisions made at the company management level. It
addresses problems like facility location planning, workforce planning and product mix planning.
Strategical planning problems are often solved using LP techniques (see e.g., Hopp and Spearman,
1996). They typically use demand forecasts as input data. These forecasts are a considerable source
of uncertainty. Several authors proposed approaches that deal with uncertainty in data for strategic
planning problems. Rosenhead, Elton and Gupta (1972) discuss robustness and optimality as
criteria for strategic decisions. They argue that for many strategic decisions sheer optimality
is insufficient as a decision criterion. Therefore, they introduce the concept of robustness as a
measure for the useful flexibility of a solution. They claim that robustness deals with uncertainty
not by imposing a probabilistic structure but by stressing the importance of flexibility of a decision.
Besides robustness they also discuss the concept of stability. They state that an initial decision
is stable (we prefer the word robust here instead of stability) if the long run performance of the
decision is satisfactory if no corrective decision has to be taken. In an example of a plant location
problem they use the number of possible future decisions, given a certain set of decision sequences,
as robustness criterion. For more work on this topic see e.g., Rosenhead (1978). In other literature
on robust optimization, robustness is generally referred to as the ability of a solution to deal with
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multiple scenarios or to deal with the worst case scenario (see e.g., Bai, Carpenter and Mulvey,
1997 or Kouvelis and Yu, 1997). In their book about robust optimization Kouvelis and Yu (1997)
pose that robustness indicators are specific to particular planning situation. They give several
examples of strategic and other planning problems to show applications of robust optimization
techniques. An important characteristic of strategic planning problems is that no information
about specific customer orders is used. Instead, they use demand forecasts with aggregate data
about future demand. Resource loading requires more than aggregate forecasting data. It requires
rough customer order data to asses the impact of loading orders on the production system (see
Hans, 2001 and Wullink et al., 2004).
Tactical planning is concerned with allocating available resources to arriving/accepted cus-
tomer orders as efficiently as possible and quoting reliable due dates. Resource loading is a typical
form of tactical planning. At this medium term planning stage, generally only rough order data
is available, such as estimated work contents of activities and some a priori precedence relations.
The duration of activities and the distribution of the work over the time buckets are not yet fixed
as for scheduling on the operational planning level. Moreover, tactical planning uses resource
groups, whereas in a later stage, on the operational level, activities are allocated to specific re-
sources. Literature on deterministic resource loading is scarce. Only recently some approaches
for deterministic resource loading have been proposed. Hans (2001) proposes a branch-and-price
approach to solve the resource loading problem. ? propose an LP based heuristic, and De Boer
(1998) proposes several straightforward and LP based heuristics for the resource loading problem
(which they refer to as Rough Cut Capacity Planning). Recently, Kis (2004) proposed a model for
the resource loading problem (or project scheduling with variable-intensity activities as he refers to
it). He obtains good results for the set of test instances proposed by De Boer (1998). We use these
test instances as a basis for the test instances in this paper. The aforementioned authors state that
uncertainty can be dealt with by choosing the proper aggregation level and using safety margins
for the required resource capacity and activity duration (i.e., tactical planning approaches use less
detailed data than operational planning approaches). Hence, they do not incorporate uncertainty
or robustness in their models or algorithms explicitly. Nevertheless, as argued in Section 1, there
is a great need for resource loading methods that can deal with uncertainty. Wullink et al. (2004)
propose a scenario based approach for the Flexible Resource Loading problem under Uncertainty
(FRLU). The proposed model minimizes the expected costs of using nonregular capacity. Solution
approaches are branch-and-price and an LP based improvement heuristic, both in combination
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with a sampling approach. The scenario approach results in a considerable improvement of the
expected costs. A disadvantage of the approach is, however, that it requires a lot of information
to define these scenarios and use them as input for the model. This makes solving the model
computationally intensive.
Operational planning concerns the short term sequencing of operations and allocating spe-
cific resources to activities. Scheduling objectives are generally time related (e.g., minimizing the
makespan or the tardiness). At the operational planning stage resource capacity is considered as
fixed, meaning there is hardly any capacity flexibility to cope with disruptions. Consequently,
uncertainties result in nervousness of the schedules created with deterministic input data. Ap-
proaches that deal with robust scheduling typically focus on the time dimension of the robustness.
They typically focus on robustness of the objective (e.g., the makespan) of the scheduling problem
or stability in the start times of activities. In the last decades robustness or stability in operational
planning has gained the interest of several researchers. Leus (2003) and Herroelen and Leus (2003)
have conducted a considerable amount of research on project scheduling under uncertainty. They
propose several techniques for either project scheduling without resource constraints or for stable
resource allocation. The approach for stable project scheduling without resource constraints is
based on the idea of minimizing the sum of the pairwise float (i.e., slack) summed over all activi-
ties. They formulate a linear program to minimize the pairwise float of a schedule that is subject
to disturbances of one or more activities. For the approach for stable resource allocation they
formulate a branch-and-bound algorithm that minimizes the resource flows in a project network
to minimize the interaction of activities on resources. Leus (2003), uses the idea of stability to
measure the quality of a plan. He uses the concept to indicate the amount of slack available for an
activity or the stability in the resource allocation. He remarks that stability, or by many authors
referred to as quality robustness, is the insensitivity of the start times of activity to changes in
the input data. Having mentioned quality robustness, solution robustness is a term that is also
frequently used in literature on planning under uncertainty. It is often defined as the insensitivity
of the objective value of a solution to changes in the input data. Jenssen (2001) defines a robust
schedule as a schedule that is still acceptable if a small delay occurs during schedule execution. He
argues that disturbances have less impact on the quality of a robust schedule than on the quality
of a brittle schedule. Leon, Wu and Storer (1994) define a robust schedule as a schedule of which
the performance remains high in the presence of disruptions. They define three robustness indica-
tors. All share the same assumption that the deviation of the makespan is the basic performance
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measure of a schedule. Recently, Tereso, Madalena and Elmaghraby (2004) proposed an approach
for adaptive resource allocation for multi-modal activity networks. They argue that - while previ-
ous work on operation planning under uncertainty was primarily focussed on uncertain duration -
uncertainty mainly resides in uncertain work content of activities. Basic to their approach is the
idea that manipulating resource allocations allows the planner to deal with uncertainties of the
activity work content.
From this short literature study it appears that for strategic and operational planning problems
several approaches are proposed that take the robustness or stability of the solution into account.
For a planning problem such as resource loading, however, where uncertainty plays an important
role, there are, besides the scenario based approach proposed by Wullink et al. (2004), to our
knowledge, no approaches that deal with robustness in the resource loading problem explicitly. As
argued, existing concepts for robustness do not account for the capacity flexibility. In this paper
we propose an approach to solve the resource loading problem under uncertainty by introducing
robustness indicators in the objective of an optimization model that account for both resource ca-
pacity flexibility and activity planning flexibility. We incorporate these indicators in the objective
function of a multi-objective optimization model.
3 Problem description
RRL addresses the problem of assigning a set of activities, generated by a list of customer orders,
to a number of resource groups. The objective is to assign the activities such that the costs of
using nonregular capacity are minimized and the robustness of the resulting plan is maximized.
Problem parameters like work content, resource capacity levels, resource requirements, or the
occurrence of an activity can be uncertain. Each activity is allowed to use multiple resource
groups simultaneously. Capacity levels are flexible because of the possibility to use nonregular
capacity against additional costs.
We formally describe the RRL problem as follows. We discretize the planning horizon into
T periods (e.g., days or weeks). We consider n orders consisting of activities (work packages),
which have to be processed in one or more periods on a subset of K independent resource groups.
Each order j consists of n
j
activities (index b) with generic precedence relations (i.e., network
structures). An order can start at its release date (period r
j
) and must be completed before its
due date (period d
j
), which is regarded as a deadline.
Activity (b, j) has a work content of p
bj
time units (e.g., hours). The fraction of the work
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content of activity (b, j) that must be performed on resource group i is v
bji
. Hence the work
content of activity (b, j) on resource group i is v
bji
p
bj
time units. The parameter ω
bj
indicates
the minimum duration for each activity (b, j) measured in periods. The minimum duration is the
result of technical limitations that have to be accounted for during execution of a activity, e.g.,
execution modes of an activity. For example, an activity with minimum duration of four implies
that it must be executed in at least four (not necessarily consecutive) periods.
From the order release and due date, the precedence relations, and the minimum activity
durations we calculate the activity release and due date, r
bj
and d
bj
. We can do this using the
activity network with forward recursion for the activity release dates, and backward recursion for
the activity due dates.
Resource groups have a regular capacity of mc
it
and a nonregular capacity s
it
for each resource
group i in period t.
Various parameters of the RRL problem can be uncertain. Consider, e.g., uncertainty of the
work content p
bj
of activity (b, j), the resource group capacity mc
it
, the occurrence of an activity,
or the resource requirements v
bji
of activity (b, j). We model uncertain work content as follows:
p
bj
is the a priori, non-disturbed work content of activity (b, j). If an activity is uncertain we define
p˜
bj
(p
bj
< p˜
bj
) to indicate the work content if this uncertainty effectuates. One might relate p˜
bj
to the cumulative probability distribution F
bj
for the work content of activity (b, j). The value
of p˜
bj
is then such that F
bj
(p˜
bj
) = x, where x is a given probability. This approach of modeling
uncertainty is somewhat less information intensive compared to the scenario approach proposed
by Wullink et al. (2004). The solution to the resource loading problem is a loading schedule Y.
Y is a vector with elements Y
bjt
that indicate the fraction of activity (b, j) executed in period t.
The objective of RRL is to generate a loading schedule Y that uses minimum nonregular capacity
and that is as robust as possible (i.e., is robust enough to cope with the increase in work content
(p˜
bj
− p
bj
) of uncertain activities).
4 Robustness in resource loading
In this section we introduce two robustness indicators to measure robustness of a loading schedule.
To avoid scaling problems we develop indicators that have a range of 0 to 1. Furthermore, to
incorporate the indicators in the objective function of an MILP for resource loading they must
be linear. Incorporating a robustness indicator in the objective allows us to make a trade-off
between robustness the cost for using nonregular capacity. In Section 4.1 we present the indicator
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for Resource Plan Robustness (RPR), and in Section 4.2 we present an indicator for Activity Plan
Robustness (APR).
4.1 Resource plan robustness
Our measure is based on the availability of free capacity on all resources in all relevant periods.
This free capacity is useful to cope with uncertainty in activities. RPR uses the initial loading
schedule Y as a basis. Consequently, only free capacity in periods in which Y
bjt
> 0 contributes
to RPR. In other words, if the work content of an activity increases, it is assumed to increase
proportional to the fraction Y
bjt
performed in a period. Let us introduce some definitions. The
Free Capacity (FC
it
) in period t on resource i is the capacity (regular and nonregular) not used by
activities in period t on resource i, if all activities are executed with their a priori, non-disturbed
work content (p
bj
): FC
it
=mc
it
+S
it
−
∑
n
j=1
∑
n
j
b=1
Y
bjt
p
bj
v
bji
. We define the Uncertain Demand
UD
it
in period t on resource i as the total increase in work content that occurs in period t on
resource i for loading schedule (Y
bjt
), if the uncertain work content p˜
bj
effectuates for all uncertain
activities in the worst case. Hence: UD
it
=
∑
n
j=1
∑
n
j
b=1
(p˜
bj
− p
bj
)v
bji
Y
bjt
).
Finally, we define the Total Uncertain demand (TU
i
) on resource i. TU
i
is the theoretical
maximum additional work content that can occur on resource i. We define TU
i
as follows: TU
i
=
∑
n
j=1
∑
n
j
b=1
(p˜
bj
− p
bj
)v
bji
. Note that TU
i
=
∑
T
t=0
UD
it
.
We define the Resource Robustness, RR
i
on resource i as:
RR
i
=
∑
T
t=0
min(FC
it
, UD
it
)
TU
i
(∀i) (1)
The numerator R
it
= min(FC
it
, UD
it
) represents the extent to which the increase of the
work content of uncertain activities can be dealt with by the available free capacity. We multiply
this measure with a weight factor
TU
i
∑
i
TU
i
to get an overall robustness indicator. This yields the
following definition for the Resource Plan Robustness (RPR):
RPR =
1
∑
i
TU
i
∑
it
min(FC
it
, UD
it
) (2)
If a plan is ’resource-robust’, the value of RPR is close to 1. If a plan is not ’resource robust’,
RPR is close to 0.
The robustness indicator RPR measures to what extent the total uncertain work content
in each period in a worst case scenario can be dealt with. Hence we added up all uncertain
work content in period t in UD
it
. We could have taken a less pessimistic approach, in which
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for example we redefine TU
i
and UD
it
as follows: TU
i
= max
(b,j)
(p˜
bj
− p
bj
)v
bji
and UD
it
=
max
(b,j)
(p˜
bj
− p
bj
)v
bji
Y
bjt
. This approach would stimulate to cluster uncertain activities. In this
paper we do not use this variant.
Time can play an important role in the RRL problem. Generally, a planner would like to
postpone the repair of a plan, after the effectuation of an uncertain activity, as long as possible.
Therefore, he prefers a loading schedule that is robust (i.e., does not need repair) in the first
periods of the planning horizon and that remains robust as long as possible. Hence, robustness
in early periods is more useful than robustness in later periods. To achieve this we reward ’early’
robustness more than ’late’ robustness. We formulate this time related -or discounted- RPR as
follows:
DRPR =
1
∑
i
TU
i
∑
it
min(FC
it
,UD
it
)
e
−αt
∑
T
t=0
e
−αt
(3)
4.2 Activity plan robustness
APR focusses on flexibility by shifting parts of activities to other periods if uncertainty effectuates.
Note that RPR focusses on instantaneous capacity (i.e., free capacity in a period in which activity
(b, j) is executed). APR is a measure for the amount of capacity slack available for all uncertain
activities in the periods were they are allowed to be executed. This robustness measure may also
comprise capacity slack located in periods in which an uncertain activity is not (yet) planned (i.e.,
where Y
bjt
= 0), but where it can be executed if necessary when the activity is disturbed. As
mentioned in the previous section RPR takes the pessimistic scenario in which all activities are
disturbed. APR takes a more optimistic scenario in which only one activity is disturbed. This is
reflected in the difference between the definition of the uncertain demand in Section 4.1 and the
way we define the maximum uncertain work content for APR.
For the definition of RPR (Section 4.1) we adhere to the initial loading schedule Y . For APR
we allow an uncertain activity to use all periods between the earliest allowed start time in the
loading schedule (EST
bj
) and latest allowed completion time in the loading schedule (LCT
bj
) of
activity (b, j). We define EST
bj
as the latest completion time of all predecessors of activity (b, j)
and LCT
bj
as the earliest start time of all successors of activity (b, j). In other words, APR allows
some replanning of activity (b, j) between EST
bj
and LCT
bj
,whereas RPR adheres to the initial
loading schedule.
Before we define APR, consider the following definitions. We use FC
it
as defined in Section
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4.1. The Maximum Uncertain (MU
bji
) demand is the demand for free regular capacity on resource
i if an uncertain work content p˜
bj
of only one activity (b, j) effectuates: MU
bji
= (p˜
bj
− p
bj
)v
bji
.
We thus use a more optimistic approach than for RPR, for which we assumed the worst case
scenario where all uncertainty effectuates simultaneously. Observe also that, contrary to UD
it
for
RPR (see Section 4.1), MU
bji
is independent of the loading schedule.
Next we define the Maximum additional Work (MW
bjit
) content. The minimum duration
restriction makes that at most
p˜
bj
ω
bj
work content may be executed in a period. Therefore, we define
the maximum additional work content (MW
bjit
) for activity (b, j) in period t ∈ {EST
bj
, ..., LCT
bj
}
on resource i: MW
bjit
= (
p˜
bj
ω
bj
− p
bj
Y
bjt
)v
bji
. Note that MU
bji
 
∑
LCT
bj
t=EST
bj
MW
bjit
. Also,
min{FC
it
,MW
bjit
} is the maximum useful capacity on resource i to cope with uncertainty of
activity (b, j) in period t. In the robustness measure that we define here, we aim to use the
activity planning flexibility during periods [EST
bj
,LCT
bj
]. This total useful planning flexibility
for activity (b, j) on resource i is min{
∑
LCT
bj
t=EST
bj
min{FC
it
,MW
bjit
},MU
bji
}. As a consequence,
we define Activity Robustness (AR
bji
) as:
AR
bji
=
min{
∑
LCT
bj
t=EST
bj
min{FC
it
,MW
bjit
},MU
bji
}
MU
bji
(4)
Note that AR
bji
has a value in [0, 1]. We obtain APR by multiplying AR
bji
with a weight
factor: w
bji
=
MU
bji
∑
n
j=1
∑
n
j
b=1
∑
K
i=1
MU
bji
. This yields the weighted average of AR
bji
over all activities
and all resources:
APR =
n
∑
j=1
n
j
∑
b=1
K
∑
i=1
w
bji
·AR
bji
(5)
If a plan is ’activity robust’, the value of APR is close to 1. If a plan is not ’activity robust’,
APR is close to 0.
Again we may discount APR by
e
−αt
∑
T
t=0
e
−αt
to incorporate the time aspect in the robustness
indicator.
In the remainder of this paper we use the variable A
bjit
to indicate the available capacity
on resource i to be used in period t to cope with the uncertainty of activity (b, j). Note that
A
bjit
  min{FC
it
,MW
bjit
} and
∑
T
t=0
A
bjit
 MU
bji
.
5 RRL with implicit precedence relations
We use the resource loading model with implicit precedence relations proposed by Hans (2001) for
the deterministic situation, as a basis for our implicit RRL model. The model uses order plans
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(binary columns) as input to implicitly model precedence relations. We discuss the idea of order
plans and order schedules in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2 we present the generalized RRL model
with implicit precedence relations and its constraints taking the robustness measures into account.
5.1 Order plan and loading schedule
An order plan π for order j is a vector a
π
j
with binary elements a
π
bjt
,which specify whether activity
(b, j) is allowed to be executed in period t. We only consider order plans that are feasible with
respect to the precedence relations, the order release and due date, and the minimum duration
restrictions for activities. Without loss of generality, we only consider order plans that are not
dominated by other order plans. The binary variableX
π
j
indicates whether order plan π is selected
for order j. We generate order plans (columns) implicitly using a branch-and-price procedure (we
come back to this in Section 5.3). The MILP model stipulates that precisely one order plan
is selected for each order. At the same time, the model generates for each order one loading
schedule Y that matches the selected order plan. Whereas the order plan specifies when activities
are allowed to be executed, the loading schedule specifies how the activities are executed. More
precisely, the loading schedule of order j specifies the fraction Y
bjt
of activity (b, j) to be performed
in period t. A loading schedule is represented by a vector (Y
1j0
,..., Y
1jT
,..., Y
n
j
j0
,..., Y
n
j
jT
). Since
the loading schedule must match the selected order plan, the fraction Y
bjt
in the loading schedule
can be nonnegative only when the corresponding value a
π
bjt
in the selected order plan is one.
Consequently, the loading schedule is always feasible with respect to the precedence relations.
This approach allows us to model precedence relations implicitly, which results in a smaller MILP
model and fewer integer variables. By multiplying a loading schedule by the corresponding work
content realization p
bj
we obtain the work content realization Y
bjt
p
bj
(in time units of, e.g., hours)
of activity (b, j) in period t. Consequently, Y
bjt
v
bji
p
bj
is the amount of work of activity (b, j) in
period t on resource i.
5.2 Model
The objective of the RRL model is to make a trade-off between the costs of using nonregu-
lar capacity and/or the RPR and/or APR. Note that we can work with
∑
T
t=0
∑
K
i=1
R
it
in
the objective to represent RPR, apart from a proportionality constant. Also, we can work with
∑
T
t=0
∑
n
j=1
∑
n
j
b=1
∑
K
i=1
A
bjit
to represent APR in the objective, apart from a proportionality con-
stant, because optimization will ensure that:
∑
T
t=0
A
bjit
= min{
∑
LCT
bj
t=EST
bj
min{FC
it
,MW
bjit
},MU
bji
}.
The objective thus becomes:
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z∗
ILP
= min ζ
T
∑
t=0
K
∑
i=1
S
it
− β
T
∑
t=0
K
∑
i=1
R
it
− α
T
∑
t=0
n
∑
j=1
n
j
∑
b=1
K
∑
i=1
A
bjit
(6)
Subject to:
∑
π∈Π
j
X
π
j
= 1 (∀j) (7)
Y
bjt
−
∑
π∈Π
j
a
π
bjt
X
π
j
ω
bj
  0 (∀b, j, t) (8)
d
bj
∑
t=r
bj
Y
bjt
= 1 (∀b, j) (9)
n
∑
j=1
n
j
∑
b=1
p
bj
v
bji
Y
bjt
 mc
it
+ S
it
(∀i, t) (10)
K
∑
i=1
S
it
  s
t
(∀t) (11)
R
it
 mc
it
+ S
it
−
n
∑
j=1
n
j
∑
b=1
p
bj
v
bji
Y
bjt
(∀i, t) (12)
R
it
 
n
∑
j=1
n
j
∑
b=1
(p˜
bj
− p
bj
)v
bji
Y
bjt
(∀i, t) (13)
A
bjit
 mc
it
+ S
it
−
n
∑
j
′
=1
n
j
′
∑
b
′
=1
p
b
′
j
′
v
b
′
j
′
i
Y
b
′
j
′
t
(∀b, j, i, t) (14)
T
∑
t=0
A
bjit
  (p˜
bj
− p
bj
)v
bji
(∀b, j, i) (15)
A
bjit
  µ
∑
π∈Π
j
a
π
bjt
X
π
j
(∀b, j, i, t) (16)
A
bjit
  (
p˜
bj
ω
bj
− p
bj
Y
bjt
)v
bji
(∀b, j, i, t) (17)
X
π
j
∈ {0,1} (∀j, π ∈ Π
j
⊂ Π) (18)
all variables   0 (19)
Below we discuss the constraints of the implicit RRL model.
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Order plan and order schedule Constraints (7) stipulate that exactly one order plan is
selected for each order j. Constraints (8) stipulate that for each order j, the loading schedule
(Y
π
bjt
) is consistent with the selected order plan a
π
j
. They also stipulate that if activity (b, j) has a
minimum duration of w
bj
periods, no more than
1
ω
bj
-part of the activity can be done per period.
Constraints (9) stipulate that all work is done.
Capacity Constraints Constraints (10) and (11) are the resource capacity (i.e., regular capac-
ity) and subcontracting (i.e., nonregular capacity) capacity constraints.
Resource plan robustness To incorporate resource plan robustness in the objective function
of the implicit model we introduce an auxiliary variable R
it
. R
it
is derived form equation (1)
and is defined as follows: R
it
= min(FC
it
, UD
it
). This is achieved by constraints (12) and (13).
Constraints (12) stipulate that R
it
is smaller than the free capacity on resource i in period t
(FC
it
). Constraints (13) stipulate that R
it
is smaller than the uncertain demand (UD
it
) over all
uncertain activities (b, j) in period t. In the objective function we multiply
∑
K
i=1
∑
T
t=0
R
it
by a
factor −β (β   0).
Activity plan robustness For APR we also introduce an auxiliary variableA
bjit
, whereA
bjit
=
min{FR
it
,MW
bjit
} and
∑
T
t=0
A
bjit
 MU
bjt
. A
bjit
can only be positive for t ∈ {EST
bj
, ...,LCT
bj
}
(see Section 4.2). A
bjit
represents the capacity on resource i in period t that can be used for distur-
bances of activity (b, j). Constraints (14) stipulate that A
bjit
summed over all periods is smaller
than the free capacity available for activity (b, j) on resource i in period t (FR
bjit
in Section
4.2). Constraints (15) stipulate that A
bjit
for activity (b, j) is smaller than the maximum un-
certain demand (MU
bji
) for activity (b, j) on resource i. Constraints (16) stipulate that A
bjit
is larger than 0 only if a
π
bjt
in the selected order plan is one, where µ is max(p˜
bj
− p
bj
) (∀b, j).
Finally, constraints (17) stipulate that A
bjit
cannot be larger than allowed by the minimum du-
ration (i.e., A
bjit
  MW
bjit
). In the objective we multiply the total activity plan robustness
(
∑
n
j=1
∑
n
j
b=1
∑
K
i=1
∑
T
t=0
A
bjit
) by a factor −α (α   0).
Note that, because of incorporating the nonregular capacity (S
it
) in constraints (12) and (14),
RPR and APR can be increased by increasing the availability of nonregular capacity. We refer
to this mechanism as ’buying’ robustness.
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5.3 Branch-and-price solution approach
We solve the implicit model with an adapted branch-and-price approach based on the work of
Hans (2001). The number of feasible order plans required to formulate the MILP model of Section
5.2 increases dramatically with the size of the problem instance. Therefore, we shall not formulate
and solve the MILP directly by specifying all order plans beforehand. Instead, we opt for a branch-
and-price approach - a combination of branch-and-bound and column generation. This has the
advantage of generating only those order plans required for the base solution. The technique has
been applied in other areas (see, e.g., Barnhart et al., 1998 and Vance et al., 1994), and it was
first suggested as an exact solution approach for resource loading problems by Hans (2001). In
this section we describe the branch-and-price method.
In each node of the branching tree, the algorithm optimizes the LP-relaxation (LP) of the MILP
problem in that node by column generation. Therefore, we formulate a restricted LP-relaxation of
MILP (RLP) in the root node, in which for each order j we consider a subset
˜
Π
j
of all feasible order
plans Π
j
for that order. To start column generation on RLP, this subset
˜
Π
j
must be sufficient
to solve the initial RLP.
˜
Π
j
will be expanded in each column generation iteration hereafter. To
obtain an initial feasible RLP we must find at least one feasible order plan a
jπ
for each order, such
that a feasible solution to the RLP exists. We use a primal heuristic based on the Earliest Due
Date (EDD) priority rule to find such a feasible set of order plans. If this heuristic fails we use a
procedure based on phase 1 of the 2-phase simplex method, to either find a feasible solution, or to
prove that no solution exists. This procedure was proposed by Hans (2001). The branch-and-price
method determines which order plans are allowed to be added to
˜
Π
j
in each node. We discuss this
method briefly. In each column generation iteration we solve the pricing problem to determine if
order plans with negative reduced costs exist. These order plans improve the RLP solution. If no
such order plans exist, column generation terminates, and the RLP solution is also optimal for LP.
If such order plans exist, they are added to RLP, which is then reoptimized. The pricing problem
is solved with an algorithm proposed by Hans (2001). It is based on an LP formulation of the
pricing problem that can be solved efficiently. Small pricing problems are solved by forward DP. In
his MILP pricing approach Hans (2001) defines the pricing problem as an MILP with the objective
to find the order plan π with maximum reduced costs c
jπ
. The reduced cost of an order plan π
is: c
jπ
= α
j
−
∑
n
j
b=1
∑
d
bj
t=r
j
β
bjt
a
bjtπ
. In this equality α
j
are the dual variables for constraints (7),
and β
bjt
are the known non-negative dual variables of constraints (8). Incorporating APR in the
MILP yields the following reduced costs: c
jπ
= α
j
−
∑
n
j
b=1
∑
d
bj
t=r
j
β
bjt
a
bjtπ
+
∑
n
j
b=1
∑
d
bj
t=r
j
φ
i
a
bjtπ
,
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where φ
i
are the known non-negative dual variables of constraints (16).
The optimal LP solution in a node is generally MILP-infeasible, since the LP allows more than
one order plan to be fractionally selected per order. As a result, the combined order plans comprise
violated precedence relations. In other words, two adjacent activities can have overlapping periods
with Y
bjt
+A
bjit
> 0. We call these precedence infeasible periods. The branch-and-price algorithm
then proceeds by branching on these precedence infeasible periods. After all, Y
bjt
+A
bjit
of activity
(b, j) cannot overlap in a feasible solution. Each child node of the branching tree corresponds with
a possible repair of a precedence relation, which we obtain by modifying the activity (internal)
release and due dates, such that these activities cannot overlap. After modifying the activity
release and due dates, we discard the order plans in
˜
Π
j
in the current RLP that do not satisfy
the additional restrictions and we reoptimize RLP in this node of the branching tree by column
generation. If necessary we apply the aforementioned procedure to obtain a feasible RLP. If no
precedence relation in an RLP solution is violated we have found a solution for the MILP. By
branching through all nodes we prove optimality of the incumbent solution. If optimality is not
proven within 10 minutes, we truncate the algorithm and select the best solution found until then.
Figure 1 schematically depicts the complete branch-and-price procedure.
Generate new nodes by 
branching
Select next unexplored 
node (depth first)
All nodes 
explored?
Optimize LP in this node by 
column generation on RLP
LP solution better 
than incumbent solution?
ILP solution 
found
Fathom node
DONE
yes
LP solution ILP feasible?
yes
no
no
yes
no
Generate RLP for the 
current node
Feasible RLP exists?
yes
no
Start in root node
Figure 1: Branch-and-price scheme
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6 RRL with explicit precedence constraints
To formulate a multi-objective MILP with explicit precedence constraints for the RRL problem we
abandon the concept of order plans to model precedence relations implicitly. Instead, we explicitly
model precedence relations in the MILP. Kis (2004) also proposes a model for the deterministic
resource loading problem (which he refers to as RCPSVP) with explicit precedence constraints.
We independently developed a slightly different approach for the definition of the variables, and
modeling the precedence relations.
We introduce the binary decision variable Z
bjt
, which is 1 from the period in which activity
(b, j) starts (EST
bj
) onwards and 0 elsewhere. As in the implicit RRL model we use the variable
Y
bjt
for the fraction of activity (b, j) executed in period t (i.e., order schedule). We define the Ω
bj
as the set of activities that succeed (b, j). The explicit model has the same objective function as
the implicit model. We formulate the model as follows:
z
∗
ILP
= min ζ
T
∑
t=0
K
∑
i=1
S
it
− β
T
∑
t=0
K
∑
i=1
R
it
− α
T
∑
t=0
n
∑
j=1
n
j
∑
b=1
K
∑
i=1
A
bjit
(20)
Subject to:
min{t−1,d
bj
}
∑
τ=r
bk
Y
bjτ
  Z
kjt
(∀b, j, k ∈ Ω
bj
, t ∈ {r
kj
, ..., d
bj
}) (21)
t
∑
τ=r
bj
Y
bjτ
  Z
bjt
(∀b, j, t ∈ {r
bj
, .., d
bj
}) (22)
Y
bjt
 
1
ω
bj
(∀b, j, t ∈ {r
bj
, ..., d
bj
}) (23)
d
bj
∑
t=r
bj
Y
bjt
= 1 (∀b, j) (24)
n
∑
j=1
n
j
∑
b=1
p
bj
v
bji
Y
bjt
 mc
it
+ S
it
(∀i, t) (25)
K
∑
i=1
S
it
  s
t
(∀t) (26)
R
it
 mc
it
+ S
it
−
n
∑
j=1
n
j
∑
b=1
p
bj
v
bji
Y
bjt
(∀i, t) (27)
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Rit
 
n
∑
j=1
n
j
∑
b=1
(p˜
bj
− p
bj
)v
bji
Y
bjt
(∀i, t) (28)
A
bjit
 mc
it
+ S
it
−
n
∑
j
′
=1
n
j
∑
b
′
=1
p
b
′
j
′
v
b
′
j
′
i
Y
b
′
j
′
t
(∀b, j, i, t ∈ {r
bj
, ..., d
bj
}) (29)
˜
Z
bjt
  Z
bjt
− Z
kjt
(∀b, j, k ∈ Ω
bj
, t ∈ {r
bj
, ..., d
bj
}) (30)
˜
Z
bjt
  Z
bjt
(∀b, j | Ω
bj
= ∅, t ∈ {r
bj
, ..., d
bj
}) (31)
d
bj
∑
t=r
bj
A
bjit
  (p˜
bj
− p
bj
)v
bji
(∀b, j, i) (32)
K
∑
i=1
A
bjit
 
˜
Z
bjt
µ (∀b, j, t) (33)
A
bjit
  (
p˜
bj
ω
bj
− p
bj
Y
bjt
)v
bji
(∀b, j, i, t) (34)
Since Z
bjt
and
˜
Z
bjt
are binary decision variables, the model stipulates that Z
bjt
∈ {0,1}
(∀b, j, t ∈ {r
bj
, .., d
bj
}) and
˜
Z
bjt
=
{
∈ {0, 1} (∀b, j, t ∈ {r
bj
, .., d
bj
})
0 otherwise
.
Precedence relations Constraints (21) stipulate that all work of all predecessors of activity
(b, j) must be done before activity (b, j) can start. Constraints (21) only exist for t ∈ {r
kj
, .., d
bj
}
given (k, j) ∈ Ω
bj
. This limits the number of constraints for precedence relations. Constraints (22)
stipulate that activity (b, j) cannot be executed in periods in which Z
bjt
is 0. Constraints (23)
stipulate that no more than
1
ω
bj
fraction of the work content of activity (b, j) is done per period.
Resource Plan Robustness The resource plan robustness is incorporated in the explicit model
in the same way as in the implicit model.
Activity plan robustness Again we use the auxiliary variable A
bjit
. Recall that A
bjit
can only
be positive for t ∈ {EST
bj
, ...,LCT
bj
} (see Section 4.2). Constraints (29) stipulate that A
bjit
is
smaller than the useful capacity to cope with uncertainty of activity (b, j) on resource i in period
t (i.e., FC
bjit
in Section 4.2).
To calculate EST
bj
and the LCT
bj
in the explicit model we use the auxiliary variable
˜
Z
bjt
.
Constraints (30) serve to stipulate that
˜
Z
bjt
can only be 1 in periods were no successor of activity
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(b, j) is executed. Hence, the first period for which
˜
Z
bjt
= 1 is EST
bj
and the last period for which
˜
Z
bjt
= 1 is LCT
bj
. Constraints (31) stipulate that all activities without successor (i.e., Ω
bj
∈ ∅)
have
˜
Z
bjt
= 1 only if Z
bjt
= 1. We can thus use
˜
Z
bjt
in a similar way as the order plans of the
implicit model. Constraints (32) stipulate that A
bjit
summed over all periods for activity (b, j)
is smaller than the Maximum Uncertain demand (i.e., MU
bji
in Section 4.2) for activity (b, j) on
resource i. Constraints (33) stipulate that A
bjit
has a value larger than zero only if
˜
Z
bjt
= 1,
where µ is max(p˜
bj
− p
bj
) (∀b, j). Finally, constraints (34) stipulate that A
bjit
cannot be larger
than allowed by the minimum duration ω
bj
. We incorporate the acitivity plan robustness in same
way as in the implicit model.
7 Computational experiments
We set up the computational experiments as follows. In Section 7.1 we describe the test approach
and the parameter settings we test. In Section 7.2 we describe the test instance generation pro-
cedure. In Section 7.3 we present the overall results of the experiments. Finally, in Section 7.4
we perform sensitivity analyses to investigate the impact of various instance parameters on the
performance of the models.
7.1 Test approach
The following acronyms indicate the two RRL models:
• RRLI: Robust Resource Loading with the implicit model
• RRLE: Robust Resource Loading with the Explicit model
We test both RRL models with various parameter settings for ζ, α, and β. We use the
annotation of RRLI(ζ, α, β) and RRLE(ζ, α, β) to indicate the parameter settings of both
models. Table 1 shows the tested parameter settings we used.
ζ α β
1 0 0
1
2
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
1
3
1
3
1
3
Table 1: Parameter configurations for the RRL models
The parameter configuration (1,0, 0) corresponds to deterministic resource loading (i.e., no
uncertainty and robustness is accounted for). We evaluate the performance of the models by com-
paring the values APR and the RPR of the solutions of the RRL models with various parameter
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settings. We also evaluate the various RRL approaches by calculating
∑
A
bijt
,
∑
R
it
, and
∑
S
it
for each method. With these values we can also compare ζ
∑
S
it
−α
∑
A
bijt
− β
∑
R
it
of the
(1,0, 0) parameter setting (i.e., deterministic approach) with other parameter settings. We call
this value the objective of the deterministic plan. This gives an impression of the improvement in
robustness realized by the various RRL models with α > 0 and/or β > 0.
After comparing the average results over all instances we perform sensitivity analyses in Section
7.4. There we investigate the influence of the number of activities (n
j
), the number of machines
(K), and the internal slack of an instance (φ) on the performance of the models.
We truncate all algorithms after 10 minutes of computation time. We implement and test all
methods in the Borland Delphi 7 programming language on a Pentium IV 2500 MHz personal
computer. The application interfaces with the ILOG CPLEX 8.1 callable library to optimize the
linear and mixed integer programming models.
7.2 Instance generation
We extend the test instance generation procedure proposed by De Boer (1998) to generate instances
with uncertain activities. An instance is characterized by n (the number of orders), K (the
number of resources) and φ (internal slack) and T (the planning horizon). To generate the order
release (r
j
) and due date (d
j
), and generic activity precedence relations for n
j
activities we use
the following network generation procedure (based on Kolisch, Sprecher and Drexl, 1995). In
step 1 we determine the start activities (activities without predecessor) and the finish activities
(activities without successor). All orders have release date r
j
= 0. In step 2, we randomly assign
one predecessor to each non-start activity. In step 3, we randomly assign one successor to each
non-finish activity. We add a precedence arc in step 2 and 3 only if it is not redundant, i.e., if
the activities (b, j) and (k, j) are not connected by an direct or an indirect arc. In step 4, we add
non-redundant arcs until the desired average number of predecessors per node (i.e., the network
complexity) is reached. For our test set the desired average of predecessors per node equals two.
The internal slack of an instance is defined as:
φ =
n
∑
j=1
n
j
∑
b=1
(d
bj
− ω
bj
− r
bj
+ 1)
n
∑
j=1
n
j
(35)
where (d
bj
− ω
bj
− r
bj
+1) is the slack of activity (b, j), and where internal release and due dates
r
bj
and d
bj
are calculated based on the precedence relations of activity (b, j). The minimum
duration ω
bj
of activity (b, j) is an integer number drawn randomly from the set {1, ..., 5}. To
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generate an instance we start by computing the maximum of the minimum duration of each order.
Next, we increase the length of the planning horizon until the desired value for the internal slack
is attained. This results in a length of the planning horizon T that varies from 12 to 72. For more
details about the network generation procedure we refer to De Boer and Schutten (1999).
Although this procedure is designed to generate instances with n orders, just as De Boer (1998),
we generate instances with one order per instance. For the tests of our methods we may do so
without loss of generality, since the order networks contain parallel multi-resource activities.
For all instances the number of resources K is 3, 10, or 20. The regular capacity for each
resource mc
it
in each period t is randomly drawn from [0, 20]. This results in a capacity profile
that may be unrealistic from a practical point of view, but it leads to instances that comprise
sufficient computational complexity to test the efficiency of our RRL approaches. We do not limit
the subcontracting capacity, i.e., s
it
= ∞. Each activity (b, j) requires a number of resources.
We randomly draw this number from {1, ...,min(K,5)}. The work content of activity (b, j) on
resource i (v
bji
p
bj
) is now drawn randomly from the interval:
[
1, 2 · u ·
∑
K
i=1
∑
T
t=0
mc
it
n
j
min{K,5}+1
2
− 1
]
(36)
where
∑
K
i=1
∑
T
t=1
mc
it
is the total capacity of all resources and
min{K,5}+1
2
is the average number
of resources per activity. If this interval is empty, we generate a new interval by drawing a new
value for mc
it
. In Equation (36), u is the expected utilization over allK resources. In our instances
u = 0.8, which yields an expected utilization rate of 80%. For all instances we randomly select
20% of the activities as uncertain activities. These activities have a regular work content p
bj
and
an uncertain work content p˜
bj
. We draw the value of p˜
bj
uniformly from the interval [p
bj
,1
1
2
·p
bj
].
Table 2 shows the parameter values of our instances.
Number of activities
∑
j
n
j
∈ {10,20,50}
Number of resources K ∈ {3, 10, 20}
The total slack φ ∈ {2,5, 10, 15}
Table 2: Parameter values for the test instances
For each parameter combination we generate 10 instances, which gives a total of 360 instances.
7.3 Results
Table 3 shows the results for the RRLE and the RRLI model, for the same test instances, with
the parameter values from Table 1. Column Obj. val. shows the objective values of the methods.
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Column Obj. val. of det. plan shows the average value of the objective of the deterministic plan
(see Section 7.1). The columns APR and RPR show the values of the robustness indicators. The
columns
∑
A
bjit
,
∑
R
it
, and
∑
S
it
show the terms of the objective function.
Obj. val.
Method(ζ, α,β) Obj. val. det. plan APR RPR
∑
A
bjit
∑
R
it
∑
S
it
RRLI(1, 0,0) 1365.65 1365.65 0.243 0.169 48.78 31.24 1365.65
RRLI(
1
2
, 0,
1
2
) 659.97 667.21 0.368 0.497 72.75 99.08 1419.01
RRLI(
1
2
,
1
2
, 0) 651.48 658.44 0.611 0.205 135.24 37.64 1438.20
RRLI(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) 372.44 428.56 0.845 0.774 209.65 191.59 1518.20
RRLE(1,0, 0) 1230.20 1230.20 0.222 0.166 43.62 31.13 1230.20
RRLE(
1
2
,0,
1
2
) 590.79 599.53 0.353 0.398 72.65 85.51 1267.09
RRLE(
1
2
,
1
2
,0) 579.76 593.29 0.646 0.222 159.65 41.44 1319.18
RRLE(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) 324.27 385.16 0.882 0.799 228.03 204.76 1405.60
Table 3: Averages of the objectives, the robustness indicators, the terms of the objective function
From Table 3 we conclude that the objective value is significantly improved by both methods
compared to the deterministic approach (i.e., RRLI(1, 0,0) and RRLE(1, 0, 0)). We can already
see that robustness can be bought at the cost of of using nonregular capacity (
∑
S
it
). Also the
values for the robustness indicators are considerably improved (i.e., from approximately 0.2 to
0.883). For both methods the improvements are larger for the parameter setting (
1
2
,
1
2
, 0) than
for (
1
2
,0,
1
2
). This is because APR can be increased more than RPR because APR also considers
periods in which the activity is not executed, but is allowed to be executed. Observe that, e.g.,
with parameter setting RRLI(
1
2
, 0,
1
2
) the value of APR still improves slightly. The reason is that
rewarding RPR in the objective also has the side effect of improving APR, because RPR and
APR have a positive correlation.
Observe also that parameter setting (
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) yields high improvements for all performance
criteria. This is because this parameter setting gives the highest reward for robustness (i.e.,
2
3
in
total). In addition, observe that the RRLE models perform considerably better than the RRLI
methods. This is because the explicit approach finds an optimal solution for more instances than
the implicit model. RRLI finds an optimal solution for 86 instances, whereas RRLE finds an
optimal solution for all four parameter configurations for 260 instances. Table 4 shows the results
for the 86 instances solved to optimality for all parameter settings and approaches.
Since all objective values in Table 4 are objective values of optimal solutions, they are the same
for each parameter setting. The results in Table 4 give an impression of the improvement of the
robustness that can be achieved for all instances that are solved to optimality. We see that the
values of APR and RPR sometimes slightly differ. This is caused by different values for
∑
A
biit
,
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Obj. val.
Method(ζ,α,β) Obj. val. of det. plan APR RPR
∑
A
bjit
∑
R
it
∑
S
it
RRLI(1, 0,0) 910.93 910.93 0.211 0.171 19.06 14.57 910.93
RRLI(
1
2
, 0,
1
2
) 445.49 448.18 0.299 0.494 28.43 51.20 942.19
RRLI(
1
2
,
1
2
, 0) 441.99 445.94 0.604 0.196 71.51 15.94 955.49
RRLI(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) 259.73 292.44 0.825 0.766 116.69 108.86 1004.52
RRLE(1,0, 0) 910.93 910.93 0.202 0.172 18.62 14.73 910.93
RRLE(
1
2
,0,
1
2
) 445.49 448.10 0.270 0.311 26.37 32.96 923.95
RRLE(
1
2
,
1
2
,0) 441.99 446.15 0.512 0.201 62.20 16.09 946.18
RRLE(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) 259.73 292.53 0.820 0.761 115.63 107.81 1004.52
Table 4: Results for the instances that were solved to optimality for both methods
∑
R
it
, and
∑
S
it
that can yield the same objective value. Table 5 shows the average computation
times for all methods for the 86 instances that were solved to optimality by all approaches.
Time in sec (#)
RRLI(1, 0,0) 59.12(92)
RRLI(
1
2
, 0,
1
2
) 58.63(92)
RRLI(
1
2
,
1
2
, 0) 66.80(89)
RRLI(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) 62.46(88)
RRLE(1,0, 0) 0.31(282)
RRLE(
1
2
,0,
1
2
) 0.42(280)
RRLE(
1
2
,
1
2
,0) 0.81(263)
RRLE(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) 0.73(274)
Table 5: Average computation time for all cases solved to optimality in sec (number of cases)
Observe that the explicit method needs considerably less computation time.
Earlier we argued that RRL allows a trade-off between costs of nonregular capacity and ro-
bustness. To illustrate this trade-off we conduct experiments with various values of α and β in
{0,0.05,0.1, ..., 0.9,0.95}. We conduct these experiments with the RRLE(·) model for 18 instances
randomly drawn from the complete set of instances. These experiments yield the results displayed
in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows that with relative little investment the RPR can be increased from 0.18 to
0.32. The dashed trend line indicates the global trend of the costs of RPR. If the RPR is more
than 0.4 the costs increase significantly. The trade-off between costs of using nonregular capacity
and robustness is thus obvious.
Figure 3 shows that APR behaves equally to RPR with respect to the costs for robustness.
With relative little investments robustness can be increased to around 0.48. If APR is more then
0.5, significantly more investment in nonregular capacity is needed.
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Figure 2: Costs of Resource Plan Robustness
7.4 Sensitivity analyses
To investigate the impact of instance parameters (φ, n and K) on the performance of the methods
we conduct sensitivity analyses.
7.4.1 Internal slack
Table 6 shows the effect of the internal slack on the improvement of RPR and APR compare to
the (1, 0,0) parameter setting.
Method(ζ, α, β) φ = 2 φ = 5 φ = 10 φ = 15
RRLI(
1
2
,0,
1
2
) 0.23/0.08 0.37/0.13 0.36/0.13 0.35/0.16
RRLI(
1
2
,
1
2
,0) 0.03/0.35 0.04/0.42 0.03/0.36 0.04/0.35
RRLI(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) 0.58/0.61 0.63/0.62 0.60/0.58 0.61/0.60
RRLE(
1
2
,0,
1
2
) 0.15/0.07 0.20/0.12 0.29/0.17 0.29/0.16
RRLE(
1
2
,
1
2
,0) 0.03/0.32 0.05/0.38 0.07/0.48 0.07/0.51
RRLE(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) 0.58/0.61 0.65/0.66 0.64/0.66 0.67/0.70
Table 6: Relation between the internal slack and the improvement of RPR and APR (RPR/APR)
given a limited computation time
Observe that in general more internal slack offers more potential for improvement for RPR
and APR. Nevertheless, more slack also makes the instance harder to solve given a limited
computation time, so particularly for the RRLI(·) model a lot of slack has a negative effect on
the improvement of the robustness.
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Figure 3: Costs for Activity Plan Robustness
7.4.2 Number of activities and number of resources
Table 7 shows the improvement of the robustness compared to the (1, 0, 0) parameter setting with
respect to the number of resources (K) and the number of activities (n).
K = 3 K = 10 K = 20
Method(ζ, α,β) n→ 10 20 50 10 10 10 10 20 50
RRLI(
1
2
,0,
1
2
) RPR 0.49 0.47 0.35 0.41 0.32 0.27 0.25 0.20 0.19
APR 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.09 0.10 0.13
RRLI(
1
2
,
1
2
,0) RPR 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02
APR 0.58 0.54 0.47 0.49 0.46 0.44 0.37 0.29 0.35
RRLI(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) RPR 0.60 0.61 0.53 0.68 0.67 0.59 0.62 0.55 0.60
APR 0.69 0.68 0.64 0.74 0.73 0.69 0.65 0.59 0.68
RRLE(
1
2
,0,
1
2
) RPR 0.26 0.32 0.38 0.19 0.20 0.30 0.10 0.14 0.21
APR 0.23 0.28 0.34 0.14 0.16 0.24 0.07 0.08 0.15
RRLE(
1
2
,
1
2
,0) RPR 0.07 0.09 0.14 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.03
APR 0.48 0.53 0.59 0.42 0.51 0.56 0.32 0.38 0.53
RRLE(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) RPR 0.61 0.63 0.57 0.66 0.67 0.61 0.64 0.63 0.67
APR 0.69 0.72 0.68 0.73 0.75 0.73 0.67 0.69 0.78
Table 7: Relation between the number of resources and the number of activities and the improve-
ment of RPR and APR given a limited computation time
Contrary to the internal slack both the number of activities and the number of resources appear
to have a considerable impact on the complexity of the instances. Especially the implicitly model
suffers from this effect. Table 8 shows the number of instances solved to optimality for each
combination of n and K. Observe that for each combination there are 30 instances.
Again we see that the implicit model has difficulties solving the instances with a large number
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↓Method(ζ, α,β) K = 3 K = 10 K = 20
n→ 10 20 50 10 20 50 10 20 50 Tot.
RRLI(1,0, 0) 26 11 1 20 10 0 17 7 0 92
RRLI(
1
2
,0,
1
2
) 26 10 2 20 10 0 17 7 0 92
RRLI(
1
2
,
1
2
,0) 25 10 2 20 10 0 16 6 0 89
RRLI(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) 25 10 1 20 10 0 16 6 0 88
RRLE(1,0,0) 40 40 26 40 35 18 40 29 14 282
RRLE(
1
2
,0,
1
2
) 40 40 25 40 34 18 40 28 15 280
RRLE(
1
2
,
1
2
,0) 40 39 21 40 28 17 39 27 12 263
RRLE(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
) 40 38 21 40 35 17 39 29 15 274
Table 8: Relation between the number of resources and the number of activities and the number
of instances that were solved to optimality
of activities to optimality. Also the explicit model has problems solving instances with a large
number of activities and resources. Nevertheless, it performs considerably better than the implicit
model.
8 Conclusions and further research
We proposed two approaches for robust resource loading for Engineer-To-Order manufacturing.
The first approach is based on an existing deterministic approach for resource loading. In this
approach we model precedence relations implicitly using binary columns. In the second approach
we model the precedence relations explicitly. By incorporating robustness indicators in the ob-
jective function of the aforementioned models we obtain multi-objective optimization models that
facilitate a trade-off between the costs of using nonregular capacity and robustness. To model ro-
bustness we define two robustness indicators that use the flexibility that is typical for the tactical
planning level. The first indicator uses the resource capacity flexibility and the second indicator
uses the activity planning flexibility. Both RRL models can be generalized to allow tardiness.
This can be done by penalizing the execution of activities after their due date (see Hans, 2001).
This results in a model that facilitates a trade-off between costs for using nonregular capacity,
tardiness costs, and robustness.
The first goal of our research was to investigate whether plans can be made more robust and
at what expense. From our computational experiments it appears that a considerable amount
of robustness can be gained by using multi-objective models with a robustness indicator in the
objective function, especially if this robustness is sufficiently rewarded in the objective function.
Obviously this induces higher costs for using nonregular capacity. Nevertheless, the robustness
can be improved considerably with relative little investment.
A second goal of our research was to investigate which modeling approach performs better, the
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approach with implicitly modeled precedence relations or the approach with explicitly modeled
precedence relations. We can state that the explicit approach outperforms the implicit approach
by far. It requires much less computation time and thus solves approximately three times more
instances to optimality than the implicit approach. A side effect of our research is that it appeared
that the explicit approach also performs better than the implicit approach in a deterministic
setting. In future research we will do more research with the explicit model to exploit its advantages
to their full extent. We will also investigate whether the robustness indicators we developed can
be used in combination with straightforward heuristics, or that can generate multiple alternative
robust plans. The latter approach a planner to choose between various robust plans. Finally, we
will investigate whether using an RRL approach in an online setting will result in better overall
performance of a production system in terms of utilization and delivery performance.
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